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Too often, the so-called “Muslim world” is imagined as being bound to the Middle East and North Africa. More generous geographies of the “Muslim world” may include the African Sahel, the Balkans, and perhaps Southeast Asia. What of Latin America and the Caribbean? Could the American hemisphere also be considered part of the “Muslim world?”

This presentation views the story of Islam and Muslim communities — past and present — as part of, rather than as alien to, Latin America and the Caribbean. Instead of telling the stories in isolation from one another, Chitwood shares an overview of the historical and contemporary story of Muslims in Latin America and the Caribbean while not losing sight of hemispheric connections across the Americas. In so doing, it is an attempt to situate the story of Islam in Latin America and the Caribbean, just as he situates Latin America and the Caribbean in the narrative of the “Muslim world.”

Ken Chitwood is a religion scholar at the University of Florida studying Religion in the Americas and a graduate student fellow with the Center for Global Islamic Studies. His academic work focuses on Islam in the Americas, Puerto Rican Muslims, Latina/o Muslims, hemispheric American religion, translocal religion, intersections of religion & culture, Christian-Muslim relations, global Christianity, Muslim minorities, & ethnographic methods and manifestations of religion beyond religion in a global and digital age. Additionally, he has published work on Judaism in Latin America and the Caribbean, religion and popular culture, and other associated topics.

This event is free and open to the public.
For more information, please call (305) 348-2894.
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